The aim of this work is to propose viscosity approximation methods which amounts to selecting a particular fixed-point of a given nonexpansive self-mapping.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we are concerned with the problem of finding a fixed-point of a nonexpansive self-mapping P defined on a closed convex set C of a real Hilbert space X. When P is strongly nonexpansive, that is, for all < < < < x, y g C one has Px y Py F x y y with 0 F -1, the well-known Banach principle asserts that a fixed point x* exists and it is unique. Moreover, the sequence generated by the method of successive approximation strongly converges to x* and the convergence is stable with respect to perturbations of P. As goes to 1, the problem is a priori unstable and it is necessary to apply some regularizing procedures. At the same time, the existence of x* is asserted on bounded closed convex set C but the convergence can only be weak. Hereafter, we are interested in a less Ž . Ž . standard situation i.e., s 1 and in covering the case where 1.1 has multiple solutions. Assuming that the fixed points set, S, is nonempty, we propose viscosity approximation methods which generate sequences that strongly converge to particular fixed-points of P. To this end we associate Ž .
Ž .
the following approximate well-posed problem
where is a sequence of positive real numbers having to go to zero and k Ž . : X ª C is a strongly nonexpansive mapping with constant . Note that Banach's theorem ensures the existence and uniqueness of x . 
Ž .
Moreover, by taking s 0 or x s x for all x g X we recover the 0 Ž well-known continuous regularization method as a special case see, for w x. example 1, 2 . All definitions and notations used throughout this work are the usual ones in convex and nonlinear analysis and they can be found in w x the book of Brezis 5 . Ž . monotonocity of I y P , we get
THE MAIN RESULTS
On the other hand, strong monotonicity of I y yields
Combining the last inequalities we obtain and taking into account the fact that the graph of a maximal monotone operator is weakly᎐strongly closed, we infer
S S
Thus, x s x, the weak cluster point being unique, the whole sequencẽ weakly converges to x. The desired result follows by setting x s x iñŽ . Relation 2.6 and passing to the limit.
Ž .
. When s 0, resp. x s x for all x g X we recover the conver- 
Ž . and thanks to the monotonicity of I y P , we get
Since is strongly nonexpansive and x is bounded, there exists a
We conclude by invoking the following result see, for example, 11 : Let G 0 and ␥ G 0 such that Ý qϱ ␥ s qϱ and r␥ ª 0; if the
When s 0 or x s x for all x g X, we recover as a special case a 0 Žw x w x. result given in 1 which is closely related to a result in 2 .
LINK WITH OTHER SELECTION METHODS

Con¨ex Optimization
Let f be a convex lower semicontinuous function and consider the problem of finding a minimizer of f on X. A simple calculation shows that
where Ѩ f stands for the convex subdifferential of f and prox is the f unique minimizer of the Moreau᎐Yosida approximate of f, namely, prox and it is well known that the proximal mapping, prox :
f q Ä 4 By taking P s prox and s prox , g: X ª ‫ޒ‬ j qϱ being a f g Ž . strongly convex with modulus ␣r2 and lower semicontinuous function, S is nothing but Argmin f, the viscosity approximation method corresponds to
, k k and x is characterized bỹ
In what follows we show that by letting go to 0, we obtain at the limit a w x viscosity principle proposed by Attouch 3 . Ž . Ž .˜˜Ž .
S S g
By taking x g S l dom Ѩ g, and according to the fact that prox is a g 1 contraction with modulus , we have
Ž . Ž . Ѩ g Њ x stands for the element of minimal norm of the convex set Ѩ g x . Ä 4 From this we infer that x is bounded. Let x be a weak-cluster point of Ä 4 Ä 4 x , there exists a subsequence x which weakly converges to x. Sincẽ Ž . ᭙ ) 0, g F g and according to 3.16 , we can write
Ž . Ž .
Ž .
Passing to the limit in the last inequality and taking into account the fact Ž that g Mosco converges to g for definition and properties of the Mosco w x. convergence, we refer to Mosco 10 , we obtain
As g is strongly convex, x is unique and hence the whole sequence x weakly converges to x. Ž . On the other hand, the optimality condition of 3.15 gives
which can be rewritten as
from which we infer
This implies the boundedness of x .
, k Ä 4 Now let x be a weak-cluster point of x . There exists a subsequence
which weakly converges to x . Since for all ) 0, f F f, and
Passing to the limit in the last inequality and using the Mosco convergence of f q g to f q g, we get
As f q g is also strongly convex, this implies that x is unique, hence is equivalent to strong monotonicity of ٌg , we have
Ž .˜˜˜˜ Ž . On the other hand, from 3.17 we get ² :
Ž . which combined with 3.22 implies
It is easy to check that the modulus of strong convexity for ٌg is given by ␣ ␣ s . Now, by passing to the limit in the last inequality and by taking 1 q ␣ Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . into account the fact that ٌg x s Ѩ g x strongly converges to Ѩ g Њ x ,˜ we obtain
3.25
ª0
As f q g is also strongly convex, mimicking the proof above we get the Ž w x . resp., to x g S called the centroid, see 7 for details .
Monotone Inclusions
Let A: X ª X be a multivalued maximal monotone operator and consider the problem of finding a zero of A. A short calculation gives 
To make the connection with a method proposed by Attouch, let us recall that B graph converges to B and that for all x g dom B we have < Ž .< < < B x F BЊ x , BЊ x stands for the element of minimal norm of the convex set Bx.
First, by taking an x g dom A l dom B and using the same arguments as the convex optimization case, we infer 1 q ␣ < < < < < < x y x F BЊ x q AЊ x . Ž .
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